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Release Notes                December 8, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues. The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 12.8.21.  
 
[Business Enhancement] Add the ability for Users to Edit a Created Restock so additional items can be added 
to the Restock before it’s Placed 
[Business Enhancement] Update the Edit Restock page to include a tooltip under items that were on the 
Restock prior to editing so it’s clearer to Users  
[Business Enhancement] Allow the Billing Channel in accounts with multiple Billing Channels to be updated 
on the BS tab to improve efficiency 
[Business Enhancement] For DJO OfficeCare, prevent Drop Ships from shipping to patient if HCPCS are part of 
the Fitting & Adjustment list and convert to ship to Clinic 
[Business Enhancement] For DJO OfficeCare, if the PA is Drop Ship, don’t allow the patient signature to be 
added until the Drop Ship Address has been added to PA 
[Business Enhancement] For DJO OfficeCare, add a shortcut to the Fitting & Adjustment Custom Form in the 
Fitting & Adjustment Early Warning 
[Reports] Add 3 new columns to the PO History report – UOM Conversion Factor, Checked In & Outstanding 
[Operational Enhancement] In SM, improve the ‘Link Existing User’ search on the Account page 
[Operational Enhancement] When adding new Stock Records to an inventory item, only show Inventory 
Locations that do not have Stock Records for that item so it’s easier to add them 
[Operational Enhancement] Exclude DJO email addresses from Heap stats 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the Restock Edit updates to Restock Activity page for tracking 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the Billing Channel changes to Activity tab on PA for tracking 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the Product New and Edit pages to Bootstrap 4  
[Operational Enhancement] Update the Roles view page in account to Bootstrap 4 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the Users view pages in account to Bootstrap 4 
[Operational Enhancement] Allow SA Users to delete Providers that do not have PAs tied to them 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the ability to Mass Upload SSO Users 
[Operational Enhancement] Remove the SSN fields from the application for compliance 
[Operational Enhancement] Utilize new patient access domain for SSO 
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Release Notes Continued        December 8, 2021 
 

 
[Bug Fix] On Analytics tab, when setting the date filter to YTD, it’s pulling in Lifetime to Date values and the 
start date as 12/31 
[Bug Fix] On the PA Status report, if there are concatenated PA Notes, remove the extra line at the end so all 
Notes are visible within the cell 
[Chore] Update several gems in preparation for Rails6  
[Chore] Run bin/rake db:migrate, check in all schema.rb changes 
 


